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Well its is that time of year once again and another year looms on the horizon. We did not get everything we wanted done
finished this year but we did get the ELX wagons, the Slab steel wagons, the next T Class, the H Class and the Freightline
gondolas out in 2009.
2010 will be gap year where we hope to at least get the GJF/VHGY wheat hoppers out, maybe the VLEX and towards the end
of 2010 we may have a better idea of when the all-new 48 Class will be produced and ready as well as the 81/BL/G1/G2
locomotives.
The team at Powerline Models Pty Ltd would like to wish the retailers and our customers a very Merry Christmas, safe
holidays and a great start to the 2010 New Year.

Godwin-Alco DL531 the 48/830 Class Diesel-Electric locomotive.

Ok you all know about the two versions of this locomotive in Australia, the NSW 48 Class and the SAR 830 Class, and I am
sure you all know that NSW had the most in 4 different versions, mark 1, 2, 3, and 4. Many of you I am also sure have read
numerous books on the 48 Class but I am very sure that very very few people would know how many differences, variations,
modifications and differences there are from locomotive to locomotive. Virtually every locomotive in the 48 Class fleet is
different. We have yet to find two identical locomotives.
Powerline Models Pty Ltd is doing the 48 Class in 4 marks and the 830 Class. Different bodies, cabs and details have been
designed and produced to try and produce as many variations as we possibly can whilst also trying to reproduce actual
locomotives as closely as possible. This project has been more work then I ever envisioned with differences, variations and
modifications appearing the deeper we delve.
The first production run will be NSW Tuscan and this will be followed by a new livery every 6-8 months as well as the 830
Class and its choice of liveries.
The locomotives will feature a well detailed body, metal chassis, centre mounted 5 pole can motor, twin flywheels, all wheel
drive, all wheel electrical pick up, directional lighting and possibly DCC decoder equipped.
A release date is yet to be set but the release date of late 2010is at this stage possible. All liveries will be produced over time
with the new model allowing us to improve on the accuracy and finish of liveries we have already done to such a high
standard. The plan is do all 48 Class marks in all possible liveries with special details or accessories added where possible, i.e.
air vents, air conditioning, GPS, Snorkel and different cabs and cab windows.
An advanced order price of $265 with a deposit of $80 per locomotive for the 48 class in NSW Tuscan is now available with
the order sheet available online. All orders and payments must be sent to Powerline Models, PO Box 2100 Brighton 3186.
More details will be released on the Powerline Website and in future Updates.

The next T Class Production run.

A few changes made to this model include a modification to the packaging, changes to the fitment of the metal handrails and a
modification to the DCC decoder. These changes will build on an already world class model locomotive.
The liveries of the second production run are listed below.
PT2-1-360
VR T Class
(Early livery)
Series 2
High Cab (T3) T360
PT2-1-358
VR T Class
(Late livery)
Series 2
High Cab (T3) T358
PT3-1-403
VR T Class
(Early livery)
Series 3
Low Nose (T5) T403
PT3-2-386
V/Line T Class
Series 3
Low Nose (T4) T386
PT3-4-369
West Coast Railways T Class
Series 3
Low Nose (T4) T369
PT3-7-373
Great Northern T Class
Series 3
Low Nose (T4) T373
PT3-10-387
York Peninsula Railway T Class
Series 3
Low Nose (T4) T387

The H-Class, available NOW.
These are a little more accurate then previous H -Class offerings, as they have the inspection porthole, a key detail on the T5.
PH1-6
Freight Australia H Class
Series 3
Low Nose (T5) H1
PH2-2
V/Line H Class
Series 3
Low Nose (T5) H2
PH3-1
VR H Class
Series 3
Low Nose (T5) H3
These locomotives are available now from your local Powerline Retailer and Hobby store.
A DCC NOTE for the T Class and the H Class.
The DCC decoder used on the 2nd Production run of the T class and in the H Class is not the same as that in the 1st production
run. They are different. The new DCC decoder has had a few changes made as well as extensive testing by a number of
people. Changes include the PIC, diodes and capacitors.
5 out of 6 DCC decoder issues operating on a DCC equipped layout on the newer locomotives is solved by the factory default
of CV8=11. CV8=11 does not apply to the first production run of the T Class.
Please note to operate on a DC layout the switch must be switched to DC mode and to operate on a DCC layout the switch
must be switched to DCC mode. DC operation in DCC mode is not allowed for.
The only replacement decoder recommended for those who still persist in changing DCC decoders is the NCE DA-SR. The
merit of having the locomotives DCC decoder equipped is under review.

VKOX/RKUX/AKBX/RKBX Slab Steel wagon, available NOW

These wagons are the ELX/VOCX/AOBX without doors as used on the Slab Steel train from Albury to Hastings. This model
is along the lines of the VKEX 51-80 or the VKOX. During their time with National Rail the wagons were recoded RKUX
(V/Line) and RKBX (A.N) but not repainted and often still had the logo of the railway from which they came.
A mix of liveries and fleet numbers has been produced with a choice of couplers once again.

PD-610
PD-610A
PD-611
PD-611A
PD-612
PD-612A

V/Line VKOX
V/Line VKOX
V/Line RKUX
V/Line RKUX
(no logo) RKUX
(no logo) RKUX

Red, PLM Coupler
Red, Kadee Coupler
Red, PLM coupler
Red, Kadee coupler
Red, PLM Coupler
Red, Kadee Coupler

PD-613
PD-613
PD-613A
PD-614
PD-614A

AN
AN
AN
AN
AN

AKBX
AKBX
AKBX
RKBX
RKBX

Green, PLM Coupler
Green, PLM Coupler

Green, Kadee Coupler
Green, PLM Coupler
Green, Kadee Coupler

ELX Open wagon

The ELX open wagon (corrugated) by Powerline Models Pty Ltd is selling very well. It is still available in various liveries;
there is a mix of fleet number in some liveries with the only coupler now available being P1007A Powerline coupler. Kadee
No. 5 are easily fitted within a minute or two. The listing of what is still available is as follows:
PD-600

V.R

ELX

Red, PLM coupler

PD-603
PD-604
PD-605

V/Line VOCX Red, PLM coupler
A.N
AOBX Green, PLM coupler
SAR
ELX Lt Grey, PLM coupler

PD-601
S.A.R ELX
Grey, PLM coupler
PD-602
V.R
VOCX Red, PLM coupler
These wagons are all available from any good hobby shop, model shop or Powerline retailer.

The Powerline T Class Locomotives.
Liveries and numbers available from the first production run are:
PT2-2-364
V/Line T Class
(Early livery)
Series 2
PT2-2-366
V/Line T Class
(Late livery)
Series 2
PT2-4-363
West Coast Railways
Series 2
PT3-2-375
V/Line T Class
Series 3
PT3-2-393
V/Line T Class
Series 3
PT3-6-388
Freight Australia T Class
Series 3
PT3-6-400
Freight Australia T Class
Series 3

High Cab (T3)
High Cab (T3)
High Cab (T3)
Low Nose (T4)
Low Nose (T4)
Low Nose (T4)
Low Nose (T5)

T364 (Available)
T366 (Available)
T363 (Available)
T375 (stocks running low)
T393 (stocks running low)
T388 (stocks running low)
T400 (stocks running low)

Powerline ‘S’ Cars, passenger carriages
The ‘S’ cars or Spirit of Progress carriages will be re-produced.
An initial run of VR blue and yellow, V/Line tangerine, West Coast Railways pacific blue and the V/Line Passenger
Corporation liveries will be done. A date is yet to be set as are the variances and coach numbering.

NSW Coaches
Following on from the ‘S’ cars there are also plans to re-run the FS, BS, BSR and MHO cars in Tuscan or Tuscan and Russet
and possibly candy. Production looks like late 2010 at this stage but could be later.

The BIG Locomotives 81/BL/G1/G2
Powerline Models Pty Ltd is working on and planning a new mechanism for the 81/BL/G1/G2 locomotives. This new
mechanism will be a full metal chassis, centrally placed can motor with twin flywheels, all wheel drive, all wheel pick up and
with directional lighting as well as an allowance for DCC decoder and sound decoder (with speaker) fitment.
More will be announced on this topic in later Powerline Updates and on the Powerline web site NEWS section.

Gondola Re-run
The following Gondolas are now available:
P510 Black Undecorated, P511U Blue Undecorated, P671 V/Line (red), P675 BHP Steel (blue), P676A Yellow undecorated.

Coaches.
These are still some coaches available and in stock now. They include the following
P424B KB Parcels NSW Tuscan, P443 MHO NSW Candy, P444 KB NSW Candy, P463 MHO Yellow
And P465 MHO Bicent.

The 48 Class and 81 Class still in stock.
There is still a stock of both the 48 Class and the 81 Class in the warehouse, although some lines are getting low in numbers,
and some like the Tuscans have sold out. All are available now and should be in stores and on shelves now.
P232A-107
NSW Candy 48 Class Mk3 48107
P204S-67
STEALTH 81 Class
8167
P232A-125
NSW Candy 48 Class Mk3 48125
P204S-75
STEALTH 81 Class
8175
P206-08
Frt Rail 81 Class
8108
P233A-94
NSW Red Terror 48 Class Mk3 4894
P233A-95
NSW Red Terror 48 Class Mk3 4895
P206-81
Frt Rail 81 Class
8181
P234Y-35
SILVERTON 48 Class Mk1 48s35
P206-84
Frt Rail 81 Class
8184
P234Y-37
SILVERTON 48 Class Mk1 48s37
P207-77
Frt Rail 81 Class
8177
P239-14
AUSTRAC 48 Class Mk1 4814
PD Prices 48s-$140, P206-$165, P207-$180, P204S-$195
P239-36
AUSTRAC 48 Class Mk1 4836

The GJF/VHGY/VHGF steel bodied Victorian bulk wheat hopper.
Powerline Models Pty Ltd will be producing the GJF/VHGY/VHGF steel bodied bulk wheat hopper in HO scale. The version
being manufactured is the 1972 GJF 201-350 that were constructed at Newport Workshops, 250 units (General Arrangement
Drawings G-6). The new wheat hopper will be manufactured in China, will be sold individually, will be produced in a number of
liveries, there will be a number of fleet numbers available over time and the expected pricing point will be around $50 in shops but
this will depend on the exchange rate. The level of detail and finish will be similar to the ELX open wagon

THE VLEX
The VR VSX/VLEX louvre van is another wagon set to be released by Powerline models Pty Ltd amongst 12 or so planned to date.
Again this will be made in China and be of similar quality to the ELX.

4-Wheeler wagons
Powerline Models Pty Ltd does have a number of 4 wheeler wagons planned. These will be announced as they draw nearer to
production

The Powerline Web site “OPEN and RUNNING”
The Powerline web site www.powerline.com.au is now operational. Like the Powerline Update, the Powerline web site is owned
and operated by Powerline Direct not Powerline Models Pty Ltd. All correspondence for the Powerline Update and the Powerline
Web site will be via info.powerline@powerline.com.au

Modellersline, Indian made product, available now till sold out.
With the Indian facility closed and a lot of boxed stock in storage, a decision has been made to recode, rebox and sell of the
remaining stock. Recoded with a ZD code and boxed in clear boxes, the Modellersline Indian made product is being re-released
onto the market place. Some unseen products are included in the release, including PHG guards vans, National Rail hoppers and
Freight Australia hoppers. Details are available on the Powerline Direct web site at www.powerline.com.au or ask your local
Powerline retailer. You will need to fit couplers, Kadee 148 recommended, and give the bogies, wheels and some details a little
attention. Not recommended for beginners, young modellers or the inexperienced. A limited number of VR wheat hoppers will be
available in 2010 with Kadees fitted and the models tweaked a bit.

Powerline product availability.
Product by Powerline Models Pty Ltd is available through all bona fides Model, Hobby and Train retail stores across Australia.
This includes all registered business in shops in retail, business or shopping zones that are open regular trading hours. Powerline
Models Pty Ltd is not responsible for what retailers stock or have on their shelves and does not set or enforce any retail pricing.
Future new Productions
Powerline Models Pty Ltd currently has 6 locomotives and at least 12 rolling stock items lined up for future productions and more
under consideration. This includes productions that were previously shelved or set aside. Some manufacturers have announced
similar or the same products, Powerline Models will carry on regardless.
Repairs.
All Powerline repairs and warranties must be returned to the place of purchase before being sent onto a Powerline Models repair
Centre. No warranty or repair can be sent directly to, or accepted by, a Powerline Repairer without prior authorisation from
Powerline Models. All warranty forms relating to locomotives should have been sent in just after the purchase of the locomotive
and should therefore be logged with Powerline before any warranty related locomotive is sent in or considered. With so few
repairs, the current turn around time is 8 weeks from the time the product lands at a Powerline Repair facility to the time it is sent.
Warranties and guarantees take priority over all other repairs and any requested modifications are left to last. It is our aim to get
the repair time down to 2 weeks, which looks achievable considering how few repairs, or warranties are received.
Powerline Models Pty Ltd takes no responsibility for statements, opinions or discussions expressed in this Update as the Powerline Update and the Powerline web
site are owned and operated by Powerline Direct. Due to changes and the constant movement of stock Powerline offers no guarantee on stock availability.
Powerline Models Pty Ltd has no responsibility for the range or level of stock carried by individual retailers and Powerline dealers or the level of service. No more
then 10% of this publication can be copied or reused without written permission from Powerline Models Pty Ltd and Powerline Direct. The Powerline logo is a
registered trademark and cannot be used or reproduced without written permission from Powerline Models Pty Ltd. Those using the Powerline logo without
permission or against the wishes of Powerline Models Pty Ltd will be prosecuted.
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